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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goal today is to describe some of the preliminary outcomes from a modest research grant project we are doing at Illinois that is investigating a few of the potential ways that Linked Open Data might enhance access to and use of digitized cultural heritage special collections.  Keep in mind that our project is still ongoing. Our observations and findings today are still preliminary and incomplete. Additionally we are considering only 3 specific, relatively small digital collections. We still need to confirm that the lessons we learn are adaptable and generalizable in other contexts. We think they will be, but we cannot yet say with certainty. With these disclaimers out of the way, let’s get started. 
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I L L I N O I S . E D U

Stems from the following observations:
1. Digitized special collections are of growing importance in humanities 

scholarship and pedagogy. 

2. Libraries expend surprisingly few resources post-digitization.

3. Currently digitized special collections remain in silos, hard to find & use

After digitization, what more should we do to maximize value of collections?

Supported by a research grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
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Motivation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project reflects observations about our digitized special collections here at Illinois and about linked open data. In proposing this project, we were also well aware that there were already multiple larger scale LOD projects focusing on BIBFRAME and resources currently described using MARC.  As a complement to these we proposed focusing on smaller special collections relying on simpler, flatter item-level metadata. Such collections have proven of interest to scholars and are often seen as worth digitizing by libraries, archives and museums. We noted that many of these collections once digitized end up isolated in information silos, difficult to find and disconnected from other resources.  Libraries in particular have been so focused on digitization that making improvements in metadata to maximize the potential discoverability and usefulness of these collections is often neglected. This begged the question, After digitization, what more should be done to maximize the value of these collections? When we discussed this issues with the Scholarly Communications Program at the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, we piqued their interest enough to secure a two-year grant which is a bit over two-thirds complete now. As always, although the Mellon Foundation is funding us, the observations and conclusions we report our own and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the Foundation. References for the observations:For observation 1: Palmer, Teffeau and Pirmann (2009, p. 4) found that digitization does not lessen the intrinsic value of these special collections. "What has changed in the digital environment is not the value of these kinds of sources but rather how they are searched, accessed and used in the scholarly process." Scholars rely on digitized special collections for identifying and evaluating collections that might be worth visiting (Tibbo, 2003). Increasingly they also rely on these digital collections for finding and accessing pieces of evidence directly, either for analysis and interpretation or for use in publications (Palmer, 2005). Digitized special collections now have demonstrated value as pools of evidence for various aspects of scholarly work. Green and Courtney (2015) found a growing interest on the part of humanists in using digitized special collections in ongoing research and/or in teaching. Rogers (2008) goes further, suggesting that while digitized special collections, like physical special collections, begin by offering a space (albeit a virtual space) to explore evidence necessary for historical scholarship, they also have the potential to facilitate new more complex, connective work by historians. This growing receptivity to digitized special collections has not gone unnoticed by libraries.Palmer, C. L., Teffeau, L. C., & Pirmann, C. M. (2009). Scholarly Information Practices in the Online Environment: Themes from the Literature and Implications for Library Service Development. Dublin, OH: OCLC Research and Programs. Retrieved from http://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/library/2009/2009-02.pdfTibbo, H. (2003). Primarily history in America: How U.S.  historians search for primary materials at the dawn of  the digital age. The American Archivist, 66(1), 9–50.Palmer, C. L. (2005). Scholarly work and the shaping of digital access. Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, 56(11), 1140–1153. http://doi.org/10.1002/asi.20204Green, Harriett E. and Angela Courtney. (2015). Beyond the Scanned Image: A Needs Assessment of Scholarly Users of Digital Collections. College & Research LibrariesRogers, B. M. (2008). The historical community and the digital future. Presented at the 3rd Annual James A. Rawley Graduate Conference in the Humanities. Imagining Communities: People, places, meanings., Lincoln, NE. Retrieved from http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/historyrawleyconference/26/For observation 2: see p.2 of Maron, Nancy L. and Pickle, Sarah. (2013). Appraising our Digital Investment: Sustainability of Digitized Special Collections in ARL Libraries, Association of Research Libraries and Ithaka S+R, 2013. Retrieved from http://sr.ithaka.org/research-publications/appraising-our-digital-investment.Re observation 3: This is the situation at least here at Illinois (and anecdotally elsewhere).
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• Project Overview (Tim)
collections, current access, research questions, approach, team

• Finding links to other Web resources (Alex)
Identifying entities in the metadata, discovering links for these entities

• Metadata mapping challenges (Tim)
Image collection metadata, Kolb-Proust Archive records

• Upgrading the Motley user interface (Deren)
JSON-LD serialization, Google SDTT, enriching resource presentation
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Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of what we will cover today – My initial task is to provide an overview of the project, introduce the collections we are working with, describe ways users currently access these collections, describe a little more our research questions and approach, and identify the project team members Alex will then pick up the story, going into detail about how we identified and found the links for the entities mentioned in our item-level metadata.  This obviously is an essential step in evolving our metadata into linked open data. I will then come back on to talk about how we are mapping our flat data and metadata into more LOD-friendly RDF (which stands for Resource Description Framework, a standard framework for description and the Semantic Web that was created and is maintained by the World Wide Web Consortium)Deren will then take us through the final leg of our presentation, talking about and illustrating how we have serialized our RDF into Json-LD and how we then use this RDF to enhance and enrich the presentation of our resources to end-users
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• Collections:
– Motley Collection of Costume and Theatre Design
– Portraits of Actors, 1720 – 1920 
– Kolb-Proust Archive for Research

• Selected because:
– Well curated records
– Encompass both scanned images & transcribed text 
– Include people, places, & event metadata
– Many related, relevant resources on the Web
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The collections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As appropriate for discussion about digitized special collections, let me describe the 3 particular special collections we are working with on this project:The Motley Collection of Costume and Theatre Design consists of almost 5,000 costume and theater set designs created by the three-person Motley Group for a broad range of mid-twentieth century theater performances, mostly in the UK, but also in New York. The Portraits of Actors Collection consists of a similar size collection of sketches of famous 18th, 19th and early 20th century stage actors in costume. These first two collections are both typical of digitized image special collections at Illinois.The third collection consists in essence of transcribed notes from the research archive of Professor Philip Kolb. Through the latter half of the twentieth century, Kolb, who was the initial editor for the 21 volume collection of Marcel Proust’s correspondence, and his graduate assistants put their research notes on about 40,000 3x5 index cards.  These notes described and linked together more than 7,000 individuals in Proust’s familial and social network and place him and them in the context of locations, events and publications of the time. Today this scholarly output would be thought of as a kind of linked data from the outset. Over the last 2 decades Caroline Szylowicz and her colleagues have been transcribing these cards and adding authority control for both the names and the bibliographic entities mentioned on the cards. The output of their work is the Kolb-Proust Archive for Research into the life, times, and publications of Marcel Proust. 



Existing access - Motley
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CONTENTdm
for 
image collections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since these collections were already digitized before our project commenced, the natural question arises: How do users currently discover and access these resources?  In the case of Motley and Portraits of Actors, current access is through our local implementation at Illinois of the CONTENTdm content management system. Here is a screen shot of how users access (for example) a costume design for the play Julius Ceasar. This is fairly standard for many image collections. The digitized sketch shows in the top in an image viewport where it can enlarged and viewed, while at the bottom some flat metadata in a custom schema that started as Dublin Core but evolved into something completely idiosyncratic. We will return to this baseline screen shot before the end of the hour and describe what taking an LOD approach to metadata enrichment has allowed us to do to improve and enhance this presentation.



Existing access (2)
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CDL’s XTF for the 
transcribed text of the 
Kolb-Proust Research Archive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The so far transcribed notes of Professor Kolb are accessed through the California Digital Library’s XTF. Here we see an example of a typed note card (to make the transcription process interesting, most cards were actually handwritten). This card about a letter from Proust to Gaston Calmette  describes a mention of Francis Chevassu and the disposition of articles Proust had submitted to him. Card text was marked up using TEI, the Text Encoding Initiative standard. Note that the letter mention is made into an explicit citation. So for this collection our challenge is how to migrate these TEI transcription into RDF. I will dive into some of the details of this process in a few minutes. From Google Translate:�1913 Wednesday evening November 12 Proust wrote to Calmette to announce Swann, complaining: "... my last articles appeared to have been a burden to you, so that I gave up finishing the series [in 1912]. On the other hand, M. Chevassu did not take the ones I sent this year (they were too long) for the Supplement, so I was content to send to the Annals and the Times some extracts that will appear. " To Gaston Calmette, Cor XII, p. 308, n. 142 [Wednesday evening, November 12, 1913]
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1. What additional challenges are encountered when transforming legacy 
special collections research and metadata records into LOD? 

– metadata describing digitized images

– records describing a scholar’s notes and research outcomes  

2. Can LOD be leveraged to help contextualize & enrich digitized special 
collections and provide useful links to related information resources?
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Key research questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we work through this project we are keeping in mind a set of research question – the two capture here are most germane to what we’re presenting here. First are there additional unique challenges transforming idiosyncratic, non-MARC, special collection meta date into RDF? If so what are some of these challenges. Second, to what degree and in what ways can LOD be leveraged to help contextualize and enrich our presentation of digitized special collections.
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1. Transform records into Linked Open Data (LOD) graphs
analyze & remediate legacy metadata, use automated & manual means 
to add links, apply schema.org semantics (identify needed extensions), …

– Goals: enrich descriptions, provide context & enhance discovery
Improve authority control, add links for context, add search engine-
friendly descriptions, support more informative displays, …

2. Add functionality to User Interface (UI)
More context, more interactive, more opportunities to understand 
resources, … Assess UI qualitatively with before & after user testing.
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Approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our approach follows naturally from our research questions. Thus we began by transforming our existing metadata records into LOD / RDF graphs. This required some analysis and remediation of metadata, and as Alex will describe in a moment, also a substantial amount of work to identify entities in integrate links related to these entities into our metadata. The other main task through the first 18 months has been to use LOD and LOD services to upgrade our user interface. Deren will talk more about this. 
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• Principal Investigator: Tim Cole

• Co-PIs: Myung-Ja (MJ) Han, Caroline Szylowicz

• Lead Developer: Deren Kudeki

• Project Coordinator: Ryan Dubnicek

• Project PhD Students: Jacob Jett, Joo Ho Lee

• Graduate Assistants: Alex Kinnaman, Melina Zavala
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Project Team

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let me close this first segment by identifying the current project team. I am the overall PI, with MJ Han (our metadata librarian) and Caroline Szyloicz (Kolb-Proust Archivist and Rare Book curator). Our initial lead developer for this project Janina Sarol. After she left Deren Kudeki took over and you will hear from him and a few minutes. Our project Coordinator who does his best to herd us all in the same direction is Ryan Dubnicek. This project is very much a collaboration between the Library our iSchool. Peter Organisciak was our Post-doc on this project when we began. Our current PhD research assistants, both of whom successfully defended thesis proposals last month are Jacob Jett and Joo Ho Lee. And our masters candidate research assistants are Melina Zavala and Alex Kinnaman who you will hear from next and who by the way received her masters last month.With that introduction to the project, let me turn the Webinar driving over to Alex to talk about finding links for entities in the metadata.



ASIS&T Digital Libraries SIG
Webinar 6 June 2017

Exploring the Challenges & Uses of Linked Open Data for 
Digitized Special Collections:

Adding links to other Web resources 

Alex Kinnaman (kinnama2@illinois.edu)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My contribution to this project was in manually finding and adding links to our web resources.

mailto:kinnama2@illinois.edu
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Goal (for now) is connectedness & context
• Linked Open Data sources

– Virtual International Authority File (VIAF)
– Wikipedia / DBPedia
– Library of Congress Name Authorities (id.loc.gov)

• Other Web Resources
– Theatricalia.com
– Internet Movie Database (IMDb.com)
– Internet Broadway Database (IBDb.com)
– Theater home pages on the Web
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Sources for finding links

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal for finding additional sources is connectedness and context. As Tim mentioned, Motley contains a large amount of people, places, and events, but we want to enhance that data with additional information. We first looked into controlled vocabularies, including Virtual Internal Authority File, Wikipedia, and Library of Congress Name Authorities. I also searched through WorldCat Identities to find names and links, but this wasn’t a source we officially included. While I was searching, other web resources popped up naturally, the most common being Theatricalia.com, the Internet Movie Database, the Internet Broadway Database, and various Theatre homepages. Theatricalia is a database of past and future theatre productions built by a programmer in the UK and ended up being especially useful as an additional, digitized source for cast and crew lists that at the very least indicated that people were involved in theatre.
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Goal: Metadata cleanup, enhancement, reconciliation
• Worked with an extracted metadata spreadsheet of 4789 items that 

also contain the personal names in the original metadata  
• Checked each individual collection item for personal names that were 

penciled in on the renderings but not included in the digital metadata
• Cross-checked spreadsheet with potential personal names
• Ensure that people fit in the theatre context, e.g. were an actor, 

director, composer, etc., through manual search process
• Added and corrected personal names in metadata spreadsheet
• Over 900 personal names identified
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Methods – personal name identification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first section of the project was metadata remediation, including cleanup, enhancement, and reconciliation, which in this case also included identifying personal names and locating sources for them. I worked with an extracted metadata spreadsheet of over 4700 items that also contained all of the personal names in the original metadata. I also had the collection itself pulled up and found that most of the renderings had personal names penciled in on the paper that were never added to the metadata, so I also checked each individual collection item for new personal names. After cross-checking the spreadsheet with my new list of personal names I started the manual search process. While searching, I was also trying to find sources that proved these people fit in the theatre context, meaning that they were an actor, director, composer, and so on, at some point. Once I felt that I had all of the information I needed to confirm an person was in fact a person, I added and correct personal names in the spreadsheet. By the end of the project over 900 personal names were identified.
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Goal: Find 2+ online sources, preferably LOD, that reasonably confirm 
the role for a personal name
• Manually searched WorldCat Identities, LoC, Wikipedia, IMDb, IBDb
• Conducted broad Google search

– With first/last name, birth/death years
– With first/last name, keyword “actor,” “actress,” or “theatre”

• Pulled sources based on affiliation with theatres and well-known 
theatre people, time period, and inclusion on theatre cast/crew lists

• Important to note that these methods are feasible for a well-curated 
collection of this size, but not necessarily for all digital collections
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Methods – Personal names manual search process used

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the actual search process, the goal was to find two or more sources, preferably LOD sources, that reasonably confirm a personal name and what kind of role they played in theatre. Reasonably in this case was that the individuals had same or similar birth and death dates, and were somehow affiliated with theatre. For this process I manually searched WorldCat Identities, LoC, Wikiedia, IMDb, and IBDb. If I found very little or nothing, I would do a broad Google search twice for each name, one with the first and last name and birth/death dates, and a second search with first and last name and a contextual keyword, like “actor,” “singer,” or “theatre.” Sources were pulled based on the person’s affiliation with theatres and well-known theatre or musical people, if they were active during the correct time period, and if they were included on a theatre cast/crew list. It is important to note that these methods are feasible for a well-curated collection of this size, but not necessarily for all digital collections.
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Finding links for persons
Total identified = 984 (preliminary)
Links were found for 624 names Persons

having Wikipedia / DBPedia links 311 (32%)

having VIAF links 218* (22%)

found by searching viaf.org directly 87

found by searching LC Name Authority File 196 

found by searching WorldCat Identities 93 

having Theatricalia links 475 (48%)

having IMDb links 353 (36%)

having IBDb links 42 (4%)

having more than 1 link 446 (45%)

* VIAF links for 476 names (364 additional) were found using VIAF Auto Suggest API.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the results from manual link collection for personal names. The 986 total names found is still preliminary because there were several individuals that could not be identified by an online source, or even by their full name because they were listed as “Smith,” “Johnson,” and other common surnames. That being said, the percentages may change as the exact number is finalized. It’s also worth noting that most individuals affiliated with this theatre collection are more obscure than literary authors of the same time period.In the results, the first two sources searched yielded LOD links while the other three provided links to domain-specific Web resources.  It’s interesting to note that as good as VIAF and Wikipedia are in this domain, specialized tools like Theatricalia and IMDb that are not LOD sources were better for finding information, as you can see by the Theatricalia numbers versus everything else. I also want to add that the low number of IBDb links is due to the fact that most of these performances were not on Broadway but instead in the UK. It’s also interesting that almost half of the total personal names had more than 1 link found for them. Overall, while manual collection definitely helped to enhance our linked data sources, we think that there are some automated techniques that may help, which Deren will discuss in the final section.
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Finding links for venues (theaters)

Total identified = 59 (preliminary)
Links were found for 52 Venues

having Wikipedia / DBPedia link 49 (83%)

having VIAF link 45 (76%)

having home page link 36 (61%)

having other link(s) 16 (27%)

having more than 1 link 47 (80%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second set of searches were performed for venues, which in this case are theatres. We identified 59 theatres overall, though this number has fluctuated because there are several venues that are not actually theatres, such as the city of Leningrad and the MGM film studios. Theatre names tend to be permanent and don’t have the same complications as personal names with nicknames or maiden names, and there are better records for theatre name changes, so these searches were fairly straightforward and had successful results. Venues averaged above 60% for having an LOD or personal homepage link, several had links other than an LOD or homepage link, and most of them having more than 1 link.
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Finding links for performances

Total identified = 127 (preliminary)
Links were found for 105 Performance Titles

having Wikipedia / DBPedia link 95 (75%)

having Theatricalia link 45 (35%)

having other link(s) 10  (8%)

having more than 1 link 44 (35%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final searches were conducted for performances. Performances were tricky because we noticed as links were found that it’s difficult to provide the kind of context we want to provide without conflating the play and performance. For example, the play “Othello” has many sources, but the 1962 performance of Othello at the Royal Shakespeare Theatre in Stratford-upon-Avon does not. Because of this, we opted to provide links for both the play and performance. In the results, 75% of the plays mentioned had Wikipedia pages, which was our primary “general play” source, and 35% had a Theatricalia entry, which was our specific “performance” source. A few of them had additional links, and 35% had more than one link. In the future, we would want to try to separate these things a bit more and have more information on the performances, but we worked with the resources we had available.
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• Personal names: LoC, Wikipedia, IMDb, IBDb, WorldCat Identities
• Theatres & performances: Theatricalia, IBDb, Wikipedia
• Easiest to start in WorldCat to find links to other controlled 

vocabularies quickly, then Google 
• Googling with full names and birth/death dates usually not effective, 

need an additional keyword instead
• Benefits of manual search: Different name spellings/maiden 

names/nicknames, slightly different birth/death dates, and looking for 
contextual clues
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Observations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few themes popped up as I conducted all of these searches. First, the most useful sources for finding personal names was LoC, Wikipedia, IMDb, IBDb, and Worldcat Identities, whereas Theatricalia, IBDb, and Wikipedia were best for finding theatres and performances. Second, it was most efficient to start your LOD search in Worldcat, both to find links to other controlled vocabularies, and to search for contextual clues quickly. Unlike VIAF, Worldcat will give you a list of potential matches rather than exact phrases and matches. Worldcat also only searches letters, e.g. not birth/death dates so any mismatched dates aren’t a problem. That being said, usually broader Google searches are not effective with birth and death dates, and adding an additional keyword produces more results. Finally, the major benefits of manual searching are in sifting out the results you want. For example, a human can identify different names spellings, maiden names, and nicknames, or can tell when birth/death dates don’t match perfectly but are a year or two off, and in general just seeing contextual clues like “Drama” next to a name in a results list.
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• Tasks
– Cleanup
– Enhancement
– Reconciliation
– Link collection

• Metadata Extraction Spreadsheet: 4789 items, over 900 names
• Time: 6 months graduate hourly work at 10-12hrs/week = ~240 hours
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Work time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tasks of cleaning, enhancing, reconciling, and collecting links for a spreadsheet with 4798 items and over 900 names took roughly 6 months of graduate hourly work with one student at 10-12hrs/week, making total time approximately 240 man hours.
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• Link collection for Portraits of Actors (PoA) 
• Began with automatic collection for personal names and is being 

filled in with manual collection
• Easier to work with a set list than to create your own list, but this was 

not possible for Motley
• More difficult to find as many sources as Motley because the people 

associated with this collection are generally older
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Ongoing work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A similar initiative is currently finishing up on another collection Tim mentioned earlier, the Portraits of Actors 1720-1920 collection. This one we actually started with automatic collection of personal names and filled it in with manual collection. After working on both, it’s much easier to work with a set list than to create your own list. This wasn’t possible for Motley of course because adding names was a major component, but if the option is there it’s easier to fill in information than to start from scratch. It has also been difficult to find as many sources as we did for Motley names just because the people associated with Portraits are generally older with birth dates in the 1700s and 1800s.
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Exploring the Challenges & Uses of Linked Open Data for 
Digitized Special Collections:

Metadata mapping challenges 

Timothy W. Cole (t-cole3@Illinois.edu)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having links is a necessary but not sufficient condition for linked open data. You need to take your metadata records and your links and put them together into RDF graphs consistent with your chosen flavor of RDF-compatible semantics. 

mailto:t-cole3@Illinois.edu
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• Task: migrate flat, customized Dublin Core to Semantic Web – friendly RDF 
– Selection of schema.org vocabulary

• Already being used by OCLC and Web search engines
• Expressive enough to preserve (almost all) existing metadata

– Transformation of strings into URIs
• VIAF identifiers for people and organizations
• Library of Congress geo-identifiers for places
• LCSH SKOS & Getty AAT LOD vocabularies concepts for subjects (about), etc.

• Exercise Good Linked Data Practices
– Disambiguate the entities described in our metadata records
– Facilitate reuse of metadata in outside contexts
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Motley mapping – design principles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In more detail for the Motley collection, this slide outlines our overall mapping task.We began by settling on the semantics to use. We chose schema.org. OCLC has demonstrated its viability for the wide range of resources described in WorldCat. We also liked that schema.org was developed by the major Web Search engine organizations. Prior experience on other projects made us confident that schema.org was sufficiently expressive. Lastly schema.org has an active community group and a mechanism for extending semantics when warranted. The next step was to use the links Alex had found to replace strings in our metadata. This process is often talked about as strings into URIs. When you do this, it is essential to trust link destinations. It is also good practice to not over-duplicate properties that you can retrieve easily and quickly from LOD services (like VIAF, the Library of Congress, Getty, and in most instances Wikipedia/DBPedia). Turning our records into graphs, makes our metadata more consumable by LOD-based applications and more easily connected to external LOD resources and services. 



Motley mapping - an image with metadata
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a close up of the screen shot I showed early in today’s presentation, focusing in on our initial metadata. In this kind of metadata mapping process you must begin with the process of de-conflating entities mentioned in your metadata. For example in this case, associated people which in our original metadata were all lumped together regardless of role in the production, needed to be segregated by role in our LOD graphs. You also need to analyze and figure out what is really being described by your metadata. 
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What the CONTENTdm
metadata actually 
describes

Costume design by Motley
For a stage production 
directed by Glen Byam Shaw

Of a play by 
William 
ShakespeareLinked Data 

Adds Context

Performed at the 
Royal Shakespeare Theater

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this case our metadata is about more than just the costume design. It is about a Motley costume design that was created for a stage production directed by Glen Shaw of a play, Julius Caesar, written by William Shakespeare, that was performed at the Royal Shakespeare Theater in Stratford-upon-Avon. This recognition of what’s begin described in your metadata and its relationship to other entities is at the heart of linked data. It is through links to these other entities that you connect your resource to related resources elsewhere on the Web. And by making explicit this connectedness, you add context for users of your resources and you add pathways by which indexing engines can help others discover your content.  You also lay the foundation on which automated systems eventually will rely to uncover additional connections and observations between and about resources that scholars will then be able to investigate. Do not focus on this last step initially, focus instead on connectedness, but the long term potential is important recognize.



Enhanced display using 
RDF (json-ld) metadata 

embedded in page
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Boxes are added in left 
column to display links 
and information retrieved 
from LOD services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This updated screen shot from how users can access the Motely collection today, illustrates one way, i.e., the boxes on the left side of the screen, that LOD is allowing us to add context. More about the architecture of these interface improvements in a moment from Deren. For now I want to focus on how our legacy metadata becomes RDF and LOD-friendly.
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Properties of the sketch,
a schema:VisualArtwork

Links are 
also provided 

(in description)  
to external 
authorities, 
Web pages

and 
scanned 

media

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our first step was to figure out that Motley images we had digitized fit the schema.org definition of Visual Artworks. The properties highlighted in yellow were all properties of the image digitized and so we mapped them to properties of schema:VisualArtwork as shown on the next slide.
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Field Name Mapping to schema.org – schema:VisualArtwork

Image Title schema:name (Text)

Design by schema:creator (schema:Organization) [always Motley in this case]

Object schema:genre (Text)

Type schema:artform (Text or URL)

Material/Techniques schema:artMedium (Text or URL)

Dimensions schema:height & schema:width

Subject I (AAT) schema:about (URL from vocab.getty.edu)

Subject II (TGMI) schema:about (URL from id.loc.gov)

Subject III (LCSH) schema:about (URL from id.loc.gov)

Rights schema:copyrightHolder (schema:Organization or schema:Person)

Physical Location schema:provider (schema:Organization or schema:Person)

JPEG 2000 URL schema:associatedMedia (schema:ImageObject, URL)

Collection Title schema:isPartOf (schema:Collection)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Image Title text string became the value of the schema.org:name property. Our value for Object (when present) became the value for schema:genre and so on. Note the properties that take links. So AAT, TGMI and LCSH terms assigned to an object were all turned into URIs before being added to the schema.org graph. Note also that we used URIs for people and organizations wherever possible. So since VIAF has an entry for the Motley Group, that URI was used as the value of the schema.org:creator property for each Motley image, which in turn (i.e., through the VIAF record for Motley) allowed us to automatically link to the Wikipedia and DBPedia entries for the Group which in turn allowed us to generate the box for Motley shown on the previous slide with the first few lines of the Wikipedia article and links to Wikipedia and VIAF. 
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and venue 

entities 
referenced
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process is similar for Performance and for Performance Venue (i.e., the Theater) where the play was performed. Again by having links to the play or specific performance we can add information on the left of potential interest to those trying to understand context for this costume design or wanting to follow to more information about the play and/or performance. 
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Field Name Mapping to schema.org –
schema:isPartOf (schema:CreativeWork)

schema:additionalType (URL) [spc:StageWork]

Performance Title schema:name (Text)

Theater schema:locationCreated (schema:Place)

Opening Performance Date schema:dateCreated (Date)

Notes schema:description (Text)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the mapping details. The assertion connecting the costume design to the performance is that the costume was part of the performance. The assertion connecting the performance to the theater is that the theater was location at which the performance created. And so on. Note that we would like to see a more specific schema class, e.g., StageWork, for describing the performance. This would allow consideration of additional properties specific to StageWork. 



Persons 
referenced
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly there are the links to the people involved in the creation of the play (e.g., the author, the composer) and of the performance (e.g., director, actor, producer). Again the yellow highlights the metadata we use to generate these entries in the RDF. Note that before we can do this mapping we had to remediate our metadata to de-conflate the associated people by role. 
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Field Name Mapping to schema.org –
schema:exampleOfWork (schema:Book)

Performance Title schema:name (Text)

[publication date] schema:datePublished (Date)

[part of] schema:isPartOf (schema:CreativeWorkSeries) [when true]

Author/Composer schema:author (schema:Person)

Field Name Mapping to schema.org –
schema:contributor (schema:Person, schema:Organization)

Associated People (...) schema:name (Text)

(role) schema:jobTitle (Text)

Add @id (URI), schema:sameAs (URI), schema:birthdate (Date), etc.
as found from LOD resources and services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the mapping. The relation between the StageWork and the play itself is through the schema:exampleOfWork. The play then can have properties like publication date (different from performance opening performance date). People who worked on the specific StageWork performance are linked through schema:contributor property. As mentioned previously, when we have a VIAF or DBPedia link, we only record a person’s name, role in the production, and link(s) in our local metadata. Other information about the person entity is retrieved in real time by client-side JavaScript as the user interface display is being populated. Deren will talk more about this in a moment. 
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• Metadata remediation: ambiguity of CONTENTdm field names
– Some fields conflate different kinds of entities, e.g., 

Author/Composer, Associated People, Subjects, Theater

• One-to-one violations: costume & set designs
– Particular to Stage Productions (a.k.a. Stage Works)
– Sometimes shared across multiple performances (aka Theater Events)

• What to map: decision on what to map and what not to map into LOD
– Not all metadata is for discovery and access. 
– Should all metadata fields be mapped to schema.org semantics?
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Motley mapping issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To sum up for the Motley metadata mapping, this slide enumerates some of the key issues:Metadata remediation was necessary. This was relatively easy for us to do because of the small scale of the special collections with which we are working. We were also able to automate much of the process. This would be more challenging with larger, more heterogeneous collections.One issue in developing our mapping was recognizing that in spite of the Dublin Core legacy of our metadata, there was almost no adherence to the Dublin Core one-to-one principle.  Hence a single record mentioning an describing multiple entities. This required our vigilance, but was otherwise not much of a problem.While we found a place in schema.org vocabulary for almost all of our metadata, we didn’t sweat that a couple of fields really didn’t fit.  They still show on our screen and they’re not particular helpful in external contexts nor to help create connectedness.
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• The Archive is a research output of Professor Philip Kolb
– An annotated guide to Proust’s correspondence, works, and life events
– Links together people, events, bibliographic entities (articles, books, ...)

• Treat each card as a dataset containing
– Mentions of person entities and citations to bibliographic items

• Special challenge: cards were encoded in TEI
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Kolb-Proust Archive mapping – design issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So very briefly let me turn my attention to mapping the Kolb-Proust archive data.  Here of course our goal was somewhat different. We were not so much advertising resources like digitized images. Rather we were simply trying to enrich the Semantic Web’s graph of knowledge about Marcel Proust. But still we do have our own interface to this collection that is well used and we want to enhance its connectedness. Simply put our goal primarily was to add links and move away from our idiosyncratic use of TEI to a more well-recognized format (on the Semantic Web) schema.org. Practically, illustrative of this, we wanted our users to be able link into digitized journals and other kinds of works. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mapping process is still under development, but let return to by Calmette – Chevassu example. Here again is the digitized card transcript as retrieved from XTF. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what that transcription looks like the way we marked up it in TEI. Each card for this subset appears in the TEI as a <div1>. In other subsets the card level is <div0>. Note the <listbibl> and <bibl>elements to hold references to formal publications – in this case to the letter in Proust’s correspondence. 
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Partial Mapping of TEI document elements

TEI Schema
div1 @id schema:Dataset

schema:author <http://viaf.org/44300868>
schema:inLanguage “fr”

->head->date @value schema:temporalCoverage [schema:DateTime]
->div2->p->name
->div2->note->name

schema:mentions [schema:Person]

->div2->p->title
->div2->note->title

schema:mentions [schema:CreativeWork]

->div2->(listBibl)->bibl schema:citation [schema:CreativeWork]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The rest of the fairly simple mapping were using is here. Many of the cards actually say a lot about the nature of the relationships between the people, places, and publications mentioned, but they do so in a natural language way that is really hard to tease out. As a result we make do with schema:mentions and schema:citation, which are pretty bland and uninformative predicates.  A more sophisticated automated reading algorithm or more likely human remediation of the metadata is needed, but in the meantime this is better than nothing. I’ll stop here since the Kolb-Proust mapping is not yet finished. And I will turn this Webinar over to Deren to talk about the Motley user interface experience and how we are beginning to leverage LOD to enhance and enrich this experience.
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Goal: Use JavaScript to enrich HTML item display by adding 
additional links and data relevant to the item
• Focus on displaying info about entities associated with an item

– People, Theaters, and Performances

• Create a JavaScript object for each entity and populate it with data
– Local data initializes the object
– VIAF and Wikipedia links in the local data are used to retrieve more data

• Objects vary by entity type, but all can take some common attributes
– e.g. name, short abstract, links
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Entity data models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal for this project was to use JavaScript to enrich the HTML item display by adding additional links and data to the relevant item. To do this, we focused on displaying info about entities associated with an item, which refers to the people, theaters and performances associated with an item.We create JavaScript objects to store information about each entity. We initialize these objects using our local data about an entity. If that local data includes a link to VIAF or Wikipedia, we can follow the link to retrieve additional data about the entity.Objects vary by entity type, which means that objects for people will expect different information than objects for theaters. But there is a lot of overlap. Objects for all entity types expect information like name, short abstract, a list of links among others.
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JavaScript prototype for person entities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s how we initialize an object for a person in JavaScript. You can see the general attributes that every object has, as well as the ones specifically for people. For general attributes you have things like id, homepage, Wikipedia and VIAF urls, and links. Links is actually and object that is itself initialized that is structured to provide ease of access to certain common link sources, as well as hold links to less common sources.Attributes here specifically for people are jobTitle, gender, birthDate and deathDate.
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JavaScript prototype for venue (theater) entities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is how we initialize an object for theaters, and you can see it shares a lot in common with the previous slide. The only differences are th address, openingYear and seatingCapacity attributes. As you can see, the special attributes from the last slide are not in this one.
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JavaScript prototype for performance entities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally we have the initialization for performances, which has specific attributes for premiere date and playSubject
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• Local data read from JSON-LD embedded in HTML
– Parse through to find entities
– Schema.org architecture makes info discoverable to others

• Use VIAF and Wikipedia links to fetch additional information
– Brings in data like text descriptions of entities and links
– If a new link is VIAF or Wikipedia, we can follow that to load even more data

• Once entity object is filled with found data it is fed into master object 
that detects what fields are populated

• Feed master object into mustache template to build accordion that 
displays information about any entity
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Client-side architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The information we need to create these entity objects is stored in a JSON-LD associated with the item we are viewing. That JSON-LD is embedded in the HTML page for the item, so when we load the page, we are also loading this data. We parse through the JSON-LD to find all the entities it has listed, and we use the data in the JSON-LD to initialize the objects for each entity. The embedded JSON-LD follows the Schema.org mapping, so the information in it is potentially discoverable to people besides us, like Google.If an entity in the JSON-LD lists a VIAF or Wikipedia link, we are able to make a call out to those links to retrieve additional data about the entity, for information like text descriptions and even more links. If the new links that we retrieve include VIAF or Wikipedia links, we are able to follow those too, for even more information, though we don’t visit either source more than once per entity.It’s also worth noting that these calls out to VIAF and Wikipedia are happening on the fly, as the page for the item loads. If we have a link to either source, we store very little information locally, and instead rely on the links to provide the information to us when we need it.Once we have visited all the links we could, so an object has been filled with as much info as we can find on it, we feed that information into a master-object which can hold data for all of the different object types and keeps track of which attributes are populated. We feed this master-object into a mustache.js template that we use to create the displays for each entity.When we read in the JSON-LD for an item we search for the entity information which we use to initialize new entity objects.-To find performances we look for ‘isPartOf’ fields with a ‘name’ attribute-To find people we look for ‘contributor’ fields and ‘exampleOfWork’ fields with an ‘author’ attribute-To find theaters we look for ‘isPartOf’ fields with a ‘locationCreated’ attributeIf an entity has Wikipedia and/or VIAF links listed, we retrieve additional information like links and text descriptions from those services and add the new information to our entity object.When an entity object has been filled with all the information from our JSON-LD and all the additional info it found with the links, we feed that information into a catch-all object which expects and checks for all possible data fields, and we use this master object to fill in the mustache.js template we use to build the accordion for each entity.
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Person entity with an @id attribute (VIAF or Wikipedia link):

Without @id, more data is listed in the entity:
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Example of JSON-LD for person entity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are two examples of the kind of entity data we read in from the JSON-LD. These are both person entities, but they’re fairly different. In the top one, a VIAF link is listed, so we’ve stored very little additional data. Instead, we’re relying on the call to VIAF to provide richer data for us, including links and descriptions. In contrast, the second entity here does not have VIAF or Wikipedia links listed, so there is nowhere for us to call out to to retrieve any more data. All we have is what’s listed here, so we list as much as we can locally, so we can still display as much information as possible.
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Enhanced user interface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is how the displayed information is displayed alongside the item. We display the information on the side, as one accordion per entity. Here you can see text descriptions, links and gender information that was all retrieved on the fly from outside sources.
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Google Structured Data Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is one of our JSON-LDs files being read in by Google’s Structured Data Tool. We are using Schema.org to structure this, and this shows that Google is able to successfully understand the information we’re listing here. This potentially makes the information discoverable by Google, but we don’t know if they actually look for or do anything with this kind of information, but we know they can read it.
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• Automatically discover VIAF links for people and theaters using 
Python script that calls VIAF’s AutoSuggest API
– Retrieves single results, can’t judge between multiple suggestions

• Results: 476 VIAF links found for people through automation
– Contrast with 218 VIAF links found manually
– Overlap of 112 VIAF links found by both processes
– 364 new VIAF links were found
– Automation didn’t find links for 440 people
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Automated link discovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And finally, a note on where the VIAF links come from. Alex talked about the manual process she went through to find links, but we also supplemented her work by looking for VIAF links with an automated process. We did this by using a Python script to call VIAF’s AutoSuggest API. We had a list of person and theater names in our collection, and we fed each name into the API one-at-a-time. The API would send us back a JSON file that lists all the items in VIAF that it thinks we might mean. If it only lists one item, we use the VIAF number for that item as our VIAF link.Our code found 476 VIAF links for people, 112 of which were also found by Alex. That means it found 364 new VIAF links. That also means the code didn’t find VIAF links for 440 people (that number is reduced to 334 names without VIAF links when we include the rest of Alex’s work).This process has limitations in that it doesn’t know how to choose from multiple items, so it will return no solution if more than one item is suggested by the API. Also the fact that a single item was suggested doesn’t mean that that item is correct, but we select it anyway. We should look into validating these results to make sure the quality is good. Reconciliation services are very important for getting Linked Open Data working well.
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